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Take an in-depth understanding of the World of Computer Network and Information Security and
Cyber Warfare including the Hacking Scene and the Cybercrime Ecosystem through the prism
of some of Security Researcher's Dancho Danchev understanding of current and emerging
security hacking and cybercrime events and issues globally throughout the period 2005-2020.
Extensive commentary in-depth analysis and point of view including thousands of relevant
footnotes and research analysis briefs and reports on a variety of topics that basically helped
shape the Scene and the Security Industry throughout 2005-2020.Dancho Danchev is the
world's leading expert in the field of cybercrime fighting and threat intelligence gathering having
actively pioneered his own methodology for processing threat intelligence leading to a
successful set of hundreds of high-quality analysis and research articles published at the
industry's leading threat intelligence blog - ZDNet's Zero Day, Dancho Danchev's Mind Streams
of Information Security Knowledge and Webroot's Threat Blog with his research featured in
Techmeme, ZDNet, CNN, PCWorld, SCMagazine, TheRegister, NYTimes, CNET,
ComputerWorld, H+Magazine currently producing threat intelligence at the industry's leading
threat intelligence blog - Dancho Danchev's - Mind Streams of Information Security
Knowledge.Topics discussed include:- Russian Cybercrime Ecosystem- Eastern European
Cybercrime World- Cyber Threat Intelligence- Cyber Intelligence- Cyber Counter Threat
Intelligence- Online Fraud Ecosystem- Information Security- Cyber Security- Network Security-
Computer Security- Investigative Reporting- Investigative Research- Investigative Services-
Geopolitical Analysis- Technical Collection- Security Research- OSINT Analysis- Malware
research and analysis- Threat Intelligence- OSINT Tradecraft- Blogging

“By focusing on personal bonds, rather than impersonal events, Jungic is able to view Giuliano’s
life through his eyes. This allows for some genuinely new perspectives. Jungic succeeds in
bringing out the tensions within the Medici family, particularly in the first weeks after their return
from Florence, and in claiming for Giuliano a more autonomous agency than has previously
been allowed. A welcome step towards the re-evaluation of an intriguing figure.” English
Historical Review"Jungic's remarkable book needs to be taken seriously by Machiavelli scholars
and Italian Renaissance historians alike." Journal of Interdisciplinary History"Jungic weaves
Giuliano's adult life into the lives of his important contemporaries-including Machiavelli, Cesare
Borgia, Leonardo da Vinci, and Michelangelo-whom Giuliano knew and with whom he worked
on notable projects. The result is a blend of firmly documented history and plausible speculation
that is blatantly meant to counter other historians' characterizations of or conclusions about
Giuliano. Well handled and of great interest to specialists, this is a book for those familiar with
the people and events presented. Recommended." Choice"A provocative new interpretation of



Giuliano's political thinking and a welcome addition to Florentine historiography that clarifies the
means through which the myth of the Medici was created and disseminated." Guido Rebecchini,
The Courtauld Institute of Art"A provocative new interpretation of Giuliano's political thinking and
a welcome addition to Florentine historiography that clarifies the means through which the myth
of the Medici was created and disseminated." Guido Rebecchini, The Courtauld Institute o --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Book DescriptionUnfairly maligned for over five
centuries, Giuliano de’Medici at last receives his first major and sustained biography. --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJosephine Jungic (1942–2013) was professor of
art history at Capilano University. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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Assessing The Computer Network Operation (CNO) Capabilities of the Islamic Republic of Iran -
Report (2015-07-29 14:45)Dear blog readers, I would like to let you know, of my latest, publicly
released report, on the topic of "[1] Assessing The Computer Network Operation (CNO)
Capabilities of the Islamic Republic of Iran", a comprehensive, 45 pages, assessment, of Iran’s
cyber warfare scene, featuring exclusive, never-published before, assessments of the country’s
cyber warfare doctrine, analysis of the country’s academic incubators of the next generation of
cyber warriors, featuring, an exclusive, social network analysis (SNA), of Iran’s hacking
scene.The report, answers the following questions:• Who’s who on Iran’s Cyber Warfare Scene -
the most comprehensive analysis of Iran’s cyber warfare scene, ever performed• Where do they
go to school? - in-depth analysis of Iran’s academic incubators of the next generation of cyber
warriors• Who’s buying them books? - in-depth geopolitically relevant analysis of Iran’s cyber
warfare doctrine• How do they own and compromise? - complimentary copies of hacking tools,
E-zines, academic papers, SNA (Social Network Analysis) of Iran’s Hacking SceneAn excerpt
from the Executive Summary:"Today’s growing cyber warfare arms race, prompts for systematic,
structured, and multidisciplinary enriched processes to be utilized, in order to anticipate/
neutralize and properly attribute an adversary’s strategic, tactical and operational Computer
Network Operation (CNO) capabilities, so that an adequate response can be formulated and
executed on the basis of a factual research answering some of the most relevant questions in
the ’fifth domain’ of warfare - who are our adversaries, what are they up to, when are they going
to launch an attack against us, how exactly are they going to launch it, and what are they going
to target first?This qualitative analysis (45 pages) seeks to assess the Computer Network
Operations (CNO) of Islamic Republic of Iran, through the prism of the adversary’s
understanding of Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTP), a structured and geopolitically
relevant, enriched OSINT assessment of their operations, consisting of interpreted hacking
literature, videos, and, custom made hacking tools, extensive SNA (Social Network Analysis) of
the country’s Hacking Ecosystem, real-life personalization of the key individuals behind the
groups (personally identifiable photos, personal emails, phone numbers, Blogs, Web Sites,
Social Networking accounts etc.). It’s purpose is to ultimately empower decision/policy makers,
as well as intelligence analysts, with recommendations forcountering Islamic Republic of Iran’s
growing understanding and application of CNO tactics and strategies."Request, your,
complimentary, copy, of, the, report, by, approaching, me, dancho.danchev@hush.comEnjoy!1.
https://dl.packetstormsecurity.net/papers/general/Iran.rar 1.2 AugustHistorical OSINT: OPSEC-
Aware Sprott Asset Management Money Mule Recruiters Recruit, Serve Crimeware, And
Malvertisements(2015-08-27 16:02)Cybercriminals continue multitasking, on their way to take
advantage of well proven fraudulent revenue sources, further, positioning themselves as
opportunistic market participants, generating fraudulent revenues, [1]standardizing and
innovating within the context of [2]OPSEC (Operational Security) while enjoying a decent market
share within the [3]cybercrime ecosystem.In this post, I’ll profile a [4] money mule recruitment
campaign, featuring a custom fake certificate, successfully blocking access to [5]bobbear.co.uk



as well as my personal blog, further exposing [6]a malicious infrastructure, that I’ll profile in this
post.Let’s assess the campaign, and expose the malicious infrastructure behind it.The fake
Sprott Asset Management sites, entices end users into installing the, the fake, malicious
certificate, as a prerequisite, to being working with them, with hosting courtesy of
ALFAHOSTNET (AS50793), a well known cybercrime-friendly malicious hosting provider,
known, to have been involved in a variety of malvertising campaigns, including related malicious
campaigns, that I’ll expose in this post.Domain name reconnaissance for the malicious hosting
provider:alfa-host.net - (AS50793) - Email: alitalaghat@gmail.com; Name: Mohmmad Ali
Talaghat (webalfa.net 78.47.156.245 also registered with the same email)Name Server:
NS1.ALFA-HOST.NETName Server: NS2.ALFA-HOST.NETAlfa-host LLP - (AS50793)person:
Romanov Artem Alekseevichphone: +75.332211183address: Kazakhstan, Karagandinskaya
obl, Karaganda, ul. Erubaeva 57, 14Upstream provider reconnaissance:LLC TC
"Interzvyazok"Hvoiki 15/1504080 KievUKRAINEphone: +380 44 238 6333 fax: +380 44 238
6333e-mail: dz (at) intersv (dot) comThe same upstream provider (Interzvyazok; intersv.com) is
also known to have offered services to [7]yet another bulletproof hosting provider in
2011.Domain name reconnaissance:sprottcareers.com - 193.105.207.105;
88.212.221.46sprottcorporate.com - 193.105.207.105; 88.212.221.46sprottcorporate.com -
92.241.162.58sprottweb.com - 193.105.207.105; 88.212.221.46Domain name
reconnaissance:allianceassetonline.com - 92.241.162.58allianceassetweb.com -
88.212.221.41uptusconsulting.net Email: terrizziboris@googlemail.com - 92.241.162.58Known
to have responded to the same IP (193.105.207.105) are also the following malicious domains:
auditthere.ru maccrack.runissanmoto.rumegatuz.rubasicasco.rumegatuz.ruforeks999.rumonitod
.rupeeeeee.rufra8888.ruinkognittto.rulavandas.ruRelated MD5s known to have phoned back to
the same IP (193.105.207.105):MD5: a9442b894c61d13acbac6c59adc67774MD5:7fd31163fe7
d29c61767437b2b1234cdMD5:d90de03caa80506307fc05a0667246efMD5:09241426aac7a4a
ae12743788ce4cff4MD5:cb74fb88f36b667e26f41671de8e1841MD5:8efd31e0f3c251a3c7ef63
b377edbf9cMD5:a750359c72de3fc38d2af2670fd1a343MD5:f0cbef01f5bd1c075274533f164bb
06fMD5:398b06590179be83306b59cea9da79e5Related malicious domains known to have
been active within (AS50793), ALFAHOSTNET: 34real.ru3pulenepro.net3weselchak.netanalizes.
ruappppa1.ruarbuz777.ruarsenalik.ruassolo.ruastramani.rubasicasco.rubits4ever.rubonokur.rub
oska7.ruchudachok9.rucosavnos.rudermidom44.rudrtyyyt.rudvestekkk.ruferdinandi.ruferziperso
viy.ru foreks999.rufra8888.ruglobus-trio.rugoogle-stats.ru
horonili.ruinkognittto.rukarlito777.rulavandas.ruma456.rumedriop56.ru
megatuz.rumnobabla.rumonitod.ruoffshoreglobal.ru
okrison.comopitee.ruotrijek.rupeeeeee.rupohmaroz44.ru postmetoday.ru
reklamen6.rureklamen7.rurrrekti.rusekretfive.rustolimonov.rusworo.rutrio4.ruupdate4ever.ru
victorry.ruvivarino77.ruvopret.ruwifipoints.ruKnown to have responded to the same IP
(88.212.221.46) in the past, are also the following malicious domains:liramdelivery.com - Email:
carlyle.jeffrey@gmail.comffgroupjobs.com - Email:



FfGroupJobs@dnsname.infosecretconsumeril.comName servers:ns2.uptusconsulting.net
92.241.162.58 ns2.sprottcorporate.com - 92.241.162.58 ns2.sprottweb.com -
92.241.162.58allianceassetweb.com - Email: martins.allianceam@gmail.comSurprise, surprise.
We’ve also got the [8] following fraudulent [9]domains, responding [10]to the same [11]name
server’s IP (92.241.162.58; ns1.oildns.net, ns2.oildns.net) back in 2009.What’s particularly
interesting, is the fact, that in 2010, we’ve also got (92.241.162.58) hosting the following
malicious MD5s:MD5: 8ee5435004ad523f4cbe754b3ecdb86eMD5:
38f5e6a59716d651915a895c0955e3e6We’ve also got ns1.oildns.net responding to
(93.174.92.220), with the actual name server, known to have hosted, the following malicious
MD5s:MD5: 5ae4b6235e7ad1bf1e3c173b907def17Sample detection rate for the malicious
certificate:[12]MD5: ec39239accb0edb5fb923c25ffc81818 - detected by 23 out of 42 antivirus
scanners as Gen:Trojan.Heur.SFC.juZ@aC7UB8eibSample detection rate for the HOSTS file
modifying sample:[13]MD5: 969001fcc1d8358415911db90135fa84 - detected by 14 out of 42
antivirus scanners as Trojan.Generic.4284920Once executed, the sample successfully modifies,
the HOSTS file on the affected hosts, to block access to:127.0.0.1 google.com127.0.0.1
google.co.uk127.0.0.1 www.google.com127.0.0.1 www.google.co.uk127.0.0.1
suckerswanted.blogspot.com127.0.0.1 ideceive.blogspot.com127.0.0.1
www.bobbear.co.uk127.0.0.1 bobbear.co.uk127.0.0.1 reed.co.uk127.0.0.1
seek.com.au127.0.0.1 scam.com127.0.0.1 scambusters.org127.0.0.1
www.guardian.co.uk127.0.0.1 ddanchev.blogspot.com127.0.0.1 aic.gov.au127.0.0.1
google.com.au127.0.0.1 www.reed.co.uk209.171.44.117 www.sprott.com209.171.44.117
sprott.comSample confirmation email courtesy of Sprott Asset Management:WORKING
PROCESSDuring all working process you will process incoming and outgoing transfers from our
clients. Main duties are: send payments, receive payments, making records of billing, making
simple management duties, checking e-mail daily. You have to provide us your cell phone for
urgent calls from your manager. If you don’t have a cell phone you will need to buy it. You must
have basic computer skills to operate main process of job duties.SALARYDuring the trial period
(1 month), you will be paid 4,600 $ per month while working on average 3hours per day, Monday-
Friday, plus 8 % commission from every payment received and processed. The salary will be
sent in the form of wire transfer directly to your account or you may take it from received funds
directly. After the trial period your base pay salary will go up to 6,950 $ per month, plus 10 %
commission.FEES & TRANSFERING PROCEDUREAll fees are covered by the company. The
fees for transferring are simply deducted from the payments received. Customer will not contact
you during initial stage of the trial period. After three weeks of the trial period you will begin to
have contact with the customers via email in regards to collection of the payments. For the first
three weeks you will simply receive all of the transferring details, and payments, along with step
by step guidance from your supervisor. You will be forwarding the received payments through
transferring agents such as Western Union, Money Gram, any P2P agents or by wire
transferring.WESTERN UNION & MONEYGRAM1. As soon as You receive money transfers



from our clients you are supposed to cash it in your bank.2. You will need to pick up the cash
physically at the bank, as well as a transfer to MoneyGram.3. Please use MoneyGram, located
not in your bank, because this providing of anonymosty of our clients.4. The cashed amounts of
money should be transferred to our clients via MoneyGram/Western Union. according to our
transfer instructions except all the fees. The fees are taken from the amount cashed. 5. Not use
online service, only physical presence in an office of bank and Western Union.6. Just after you
have transferred money to our clients, please contact your personal manager via e-mail
(confirmation of the transfer)and let him (her) know all the details of your Western Union transfer:
SENDER’S NAME, CONTACT DETAILS, ADRESS, AND A REFERENCE NUMBER,PLEASE
BE VERY CAREFUL WHEN YOU RESEND FUNDS, THERE MUST BE NO MISTAKES,
because our client will not be able to withdraw the funds.7. All procedures have to take 1-2
hours, because we have to provide and verify the safety of our clients‘ money (we have to inform
them about all our actions).Your manager will support you in any step of application process, if
you have any questions you may ask it anytime.Go through related research regarding money
mule recruitment:• [14]Profiling a Novel, High Profit Margins Oriented, Legitimate Companies
Brand-Jacking Money Mule Recruitment Scheme• [15]Spotted: cybercriminals working on new
Western Union based ‘money mule management’ script• [16]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on
a Short Leash - Part Eleven• [17]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Ten•
[18]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Nine• [19]Keeping Money Mule
Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Eight - Historical OSINT• [20]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters
on a Short Leash - Part Seven• [21]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Six•
[22]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Five• [23]The DNS Infrastructure of
the Money Mule Recruitment Ecosystem• [24]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash
- Part Four• [25]Money Mule Recruitment Campaign Serving Client-Side Exploits• [26]Keeping
Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Three• [27]Money Mule Recruiters on Yahoo!’s
Web Hosting• [28]Dissecting an Ongoing Money Mule Recruitment Campaign• [29]Keeping
Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash - Part Two• [30]Keeping Reshipping Mule Recruiters
on a Short Leash• [31]Keeping Money Mule Recruiters on a Short Leash• [32]Standardizing the
Money Mule Recruitment Process• [33]Inside a Money Laundering Group’s Spamming
Operations• [34]Money Mule Recruiters use ASProx’s Fast Fluxing Services• [35]Money Mules
Syndicate Actively Recruiting Since 20021. http://ddanchev.blogspot.com/2009/10/
standardizing-money-mule-recruitment.html2. http://www.webroot.com/blog/tag/opsec/3. http://
www.webroot.com/blog/2013/12/27/cybercrime-trends-2013-year-review/4. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2013/08/profiling-novel- high-profit-margins.html5. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2008/11/ddos-attack- against-bobbearcouk.html6. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/04/dns-infrastructure-of-money-mule.html7. http://
www.abuse.ch/?p=31308. http://www.bobbear.co.uk/liram-delivery-service.html9. http://
www.bobbear.co.uk/avicenna.html10. http://www.bobbear.co.uk/asset-management-
company.html11. http://www.bobbear.co.uk/alliance-asset-management.html12. https://



www.virustotal.com/
file/1af2de0503eeb8213284f03e651765fb6003233d6e4ce0eab40676ba9e66123e/analysis/13.
https://www.virustotal.com/
file/12f0c720c629a29e5e2aca486370c549d77057259f1dd38aca50c078aaf7ed57/analysis/14.
http://ddanchev.blogspot.com/2013/08/profiling-novel- high-profit-margins.html15. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2013/08/profiling-novel- high-profit-margins.html16. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/08/keeping-money- mule-recruiters-on-short.html17. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/07/keeping-money- mule-recruiters-on-short.html18. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/05/keeping-money- mule-recruiters-on-short_30.html19. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/05/keeping-money- mule-recruiters-on-short_25.html20. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/05/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html21. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/03/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html22. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2011/01/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html23. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/04/dns-infrastructure- of-money-mule.html24. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/04/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html25. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/03/money-mule- recruitment-campaign-serving.html26. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/03/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html27. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/03/money-mule- recruiters-on-yahoos-web.html28. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/02/dissecting-ongoing-money-mule.html29. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2010/02/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html30. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2009/12/keeping-reshipping-mule-recruiters-on.html31. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2009/11/keeping-money-mule-recruiters-on-short.html32. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2009/10/standardizing-money-mule-recruitment.html33. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2009/05/inside-money-laundering-groups-spamming.html34. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2008/07/money-mule- recruiters-use-asproxs-fast.html35. http://
ddanchev.blogspot.com/2008/10/money-mules- syndicate-actively.htmlHistorical OSINT - How
TROYAK-AS Utillized BGP-over-VPN to Serve the Avalance Botnet(2015-08-28 16:15)
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